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MEGILLAT ETZter:
A Tribute to Women’s Leadership
by Rabbi Chaim Koritzinsky
When I lived in Russia, March 8th was always a major holiday. It was International Women’s Day and
everybody had the day oﬀ work to devote time, gifts and appreciation to the women in their lives. While
the day hasn’t taken oﬀ in the United States, I have always appreciated the calendrical overlap that often
happens between International Women’s Day and Purim, a day we celebrate Queen Esther as the heroine who confronts inept
male power and saves the Jewish people.
This year Purim falls on March 9th. I’m thrilled to announce that this year we will have, for the first time, a Megillat Esther
(Scroll of Esther) which we especially commissioned for our congregation. This “Megillat ETZter” comes with a wonderful story:
The scroll was handwritten by a soferet (a female scribe) in Jerusalem named Rabbi Hanna Klebansky. Hannah grew up in the
former Soviet Union, in Tbilisi, where she had a love of Judaism but very little access to Jewish texts. She eventually made aliyah
to Israel where she started studying Jewish texts and found that she also had a passion and talent for scribal arts. She went on to
become a soferet as well as a Rabbi.
Meanwhile, back at Etz, long-time member Rebecca Goldman oﬃcially joined the Jewish people. Upon conversion, she chose
the name Rivka Esther. She selected the name Esther in memory of a dear friend and mentor whose Hebrew name was Esther.
Thanks to a generous donation from Rebecca, the idea came to me and Ellen Bob that perhaps we could honor all three Esthers
(Rebecca, her friend, and the Queen!), as well as our entire Etz community, by commissioning our first ever Megillat ETZter.
I’m thrilled to announce that all the stars lined up and we will inaugurate our new scroll at our rockin’ Purim party on Monday,
March 9th. I hope you’ll join us for this historic, shehechianu (celebratory) moment as we honor all of the “Esthers,” who stand
up to male hegemony and assert their leadership in creative and redemptive ways.
Chag Purim Sameach - wishing us all a joyous Purim!
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Etz Turns 25
by Elisabeth Rubinfien
Board President
You may not realize it, but Etz Chayim turns 25
this year!
At 25, Etz Chayim is youthful, vigorous and enthusiastic. At the same
time, it’s growing up. What does it mean to have traversed 25 years and
to be looking forward, hopefully, to another 25?
As an independent congregation, Etz Chayim has, from the start, created
its own traditions and practices. In many ways, it continues to thrive as a
start-up culture, where people bring ideas, try ideas and run with their
ideas. The ones that stick embed themselves and become part of Etz life.
Often, however, the origins and reasons behind our traditions exist only
in the heads of the originators, or they have been passed down orally and
lost detail and definition along the way.
At the same time, we continue to expand. The once-upon-a-time cap on
membership has been exceeded by nearly 10%; happily, it is no longer a
surprise to receive an Etz email introducing a new member. Many new
members say they are drawn by the same qualities that have
distinguished Etz from the start — it is independent, participatory and
welcoming. Integrating newer members into the unique ways Etz does
things is vital so that they can bring their skills and energies to bear.
So now, it’s clear that a written record of 2.5 decades of accumulated
knowledge and practice would be a good thing to have for the next 2.5
decades. We need to think about the future by paying attention to the
past.
And, while we are in some ways the same as we have always been, in
other ways, our priorities have evolved. Our mission statement, which
was crafted years ago by a dedicated team, states many of our highest
values. Yet it doesn’t highlight Israel or social justice, two areas that have
grown as priorities for many Etzniks in recent years. Today, we have two
groups focusing on Israel, including Israel Connections, which is
spearheading the donation and aliyah of the Familant Torah (see articles
on pages 6 and 7). And, the Board has just approved the formation of a
new umbrella committee, Areivut – Community Responsibility, to help
foster, grow and streamline the varied eﬀorts underway at Etz in the
areas of social justice and community support.
The Board has had its eye on all this for several years. In the area of
governance, it has been updating the Board, Personnel and Financial
handbooks to provide an accurate record of up-to-date policies and
practices for the congregation to rely on going forward. Several key
committees are ready for a similar eﬀort. And, the Strategic Planning
team is exploring Etz Chayim’s aspirations for the next 10 or 25 years,
and determining how to make the journey to that horizon smooth and
joyful.
Growing up can be hard to do — but also wonderful. If you want to help
with any of the eﬀorts you’ve been reading about, please let me or Ellen
know. In the meantime, keep an eye out for opportunities to celebrate
our 25th birthday together and to wish ourselves 25 more.

From Verse to Verses
by Abra Greenspan
Director of Learning
In the Fall of 2012, I began a spiritual practice that continued for seven years. Each week, I read the parashat
ha’shavua, the weekly Torah portion (in English) and crafted a haiku based on what I thought or felt after
reading it. The first six years I wrote a new haiku each week and I was constantly surprised and delighted to
discover diﬀerent meanings, interpretations and emotions reflected each time. In the seventh year, I reviewed what I had written
previously and selected a “favorite” haiku. For several years, my poems were included in the e-bulletin.
Last fall, as we concluded the annual Torah reading cycle, I realized that I wanted to find another way to explore the weekly
Torah reading. I remembered the ancient tradition of Bibliomancy, a technique used by many traditions to extract meaning and
oracles from sacred texts. One opens the text and interprets the verse that is first noticed.
But wait! Isn’t that fortune-telling or some kind of superstitious behavior forbidden by Judaism? After all, in Leviticus 19:26, we
find a prohibition against divination or soothsaying and in Deuteronomy 13:2-4, there is a reminder against following signs or
portents. Yet, according to the Shulchan Aruch, it is permitted to divine an answer using goral, the practice of opening a
chumash to find an answer to a question. Another technique used was to ask a child for the first piece of scripture that comes to
mind and then to base decisions on that text.
The Talmud describes the custom of accepting a verse selected randomly and recited by schoolchildren and interpreting it as a
good or bad omen. This custom was observed through the Middle Ages. The words found at the top of a page of a printed Bible
when it was opened at random or where the thumb first touched the page were also frequently used as an oracle. And, so, with
the beginning of Genesis in 5780 (October 2019), I began my Bibliomancy column in the e-bulletin. I invite people to send me
one verse from the weekly reading and I will write a reflection based on that verse. I try not to pay attention to the context or
what I already know about the verse or the portion and just see where my ideas and feelings take me. Thank you to everyone
who has sent me a verse.
If you’d like to see where my musings lead, send me your selection and join me as, verse by verse, I explore my relationship with
Torah and share it with you.

Youth Guest Speaker
Rebecca Zable will be giving the D’var Torah and helping to lead
services on Friday, June 5, 2020
Rebecca lives a few blocks from Etz Chayim with her parents Chris
and Harold and her twin sister Michelle. Both girls are seventh
graders at JLS Middle School. Rebecca loves fantasy role playing, both
live action and tabletop. She has always liked to sing songs to herself
that she makes up as she goes. She also spends a lot of time drawing
and is taking art classes at CSMA and the Palo Alto Art Center. She
immerses herself in many media and fandoms — at the moment, they
include Warriors, Wings of Fire, and superhero television series such
as Agents of Shield. For her Tikkun Olam habit, she plans to cook for
people in need and volunteer at the farm at Ohlone Elementary
School.

Rebecca Zable
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We Have Seen the Future and it is Us
by Ellen Bob
Executive Director
Etz Chayim is on the cutting edge of synagogue life. I recently read an article by Amy Asin and
Rabbi Esther Lederman on the eJewish Philanthropy website called “5 Shifts Congregations need
to make to keep up with the changing times.” We don’t need to do much shifting.
The first shift they suggest is eliminating red tape for people to start interest groups. We have done that. If you’re reading this,
and want to start a new group, just call me and we’ll find you a room and help you figure out how to find like-minded Etzniks.
Ruach Dance, Mah Jongg, the Bookworms, and the Drumming Group were started just that way.
Another shift is to not worry too much about when a person formalizes their relationship by becoming dues-commitmentpaying members. We should instead focus on “Do people feel seen, heard, known, and loved?” We regularly welcome guests
without popping the membership question. We wait until we’ve developed a relationship and then, and only then, if a regular
participant hasn’t asked about how to join, we might gently ask if they think they might be ready to commit to our community.
Build for what the Jewish community is becoming, Asin and Lederman suggest. Realize that there are Jews of color, non-Jews
in Jewish households who see themselves as part of the Jewish enterprise, LGBTQ Jews, poor Jews, and atheist Jews. For sure,
we can always be better, but we are already a community that doesn’t make a lot of assumptions about whether a person
belongs here or not or what pronouns they prefer. If there’s work to do and you’re ready to help and you treat other people with
respect, you are welcome to join Etz Chayim.
Their last suggestion, “focus less on the needs of the institution and more on the needs of people” is something we at Etz
Chayim try to do every day. The staﬀ and lay leaders at Etz are in a constant feedback loop. We are willing to try new things, to
fail brilliantly, to succeed extraordinarily. We are focused on the needs of the members and participants who are here now. We
do, we listen, we try to do better next time. We are member-driven, we are in the heart of Silicon Valley, we like to try new
things fast, we like to have fun, we like to always be learning. We help every member develop the tools to figure out how to live
a Jewish life that makes sense to them. We celebrate together and we take care of each other.
Because we are hiring a new Learning and Prayer Program Coordinator to replace the retiring Sara Kaderlan, I find myself
telling a lot of people who don’t know much about Etz Chayim about who we are. “We are the future of suburban Jewish life,” I
tell them. And now I have the experts backing me up.

Sara Kaderlan is Retiring
Please join us in celebrating Sara Kaderlan at an oneg on Friday, March 27th!
Sara joined Etz in 2009 to serve as assistant to Rabbi Ari Cartun, and in the process of
helping him codify the Bar/t Mitzvah curriculum, her role expanded to Program
Coordinator. She has facilitated the learning process for 10 classes of Bar/t Mitzvah families
at Etz Chayim, and is retiring from her position in March.
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The 'Food in Israel' Photo Exhibit
by Ira Greenberg
Photo Curator
If you stroll down the art corridor hallway (on the way to the kitchen), you'll see a display of photos
on your right. You might wonder: Who took them? Who chose them for this exhibit? Who oversees
the exhibit? Here's the story.
The Design Committee selected the theme, 'Food in Israel.' for this art corridor exhibit in the spring of 2019, well before the
June 2019 Israel trip with Rabbi Chaim. It was clear that the Israel trippers were about to have a great opportunity to take
photos for the next exhibit. I was selected as curator.
It's hard to think outside the box when it comes to food photos. We've all seen “meal” pictures taken by mobile phone and sent
over the Internet. But these are not the food pictures the design committee was hoping to receive. They wanted photos with
impact that will remain interesting over a year-long exhibit. Many strong food photos involve a person doing something, such
as twirling dough. Just as in sports photography, the photographer has to anticipate the action and be alert to capture the peak
moment. The photographer also has to be bold because the action is fleeting and the person performing the action can see the
photographer. In addition, the image has to somehow represent the exhibit's theme
A few months before the Israel trippers flew to Tel Aviv, I met with some of them to discuss the elements of a good food
picture. We covered such topics as identifying and focusing on a subject in a photo, avoiding a distracting background, looking
for adequate light, coming in close, and showing a distinct view of a subject that others might miss. We also discussed how to
take a photo that would express the exhibit's theme, such as focusing on typical Israeli food or people wearing distinctive
ethnic clothing.
When we called for 'Food in Israel' photo submissions this January, fifteen people contributed a total of about one hundred
photos. In addition to the Israel trippers, other photographers in our community submitted photos. Many thanks to everyone
who responded.
Selecting the photos for the exhibit was a balancing act. While we want excellent photos, we also want diverse subjects in the
photos and photos from a variety of photographers.
What's next? After the 'Food in Israel' exhibit is retired, the next exhibit will probably be 'Synagogues, Part 2.' So many
excellent photos were received for the synagogue exhibit that the Design Committee decided to mount two installations, the
one that ended last week ('Synagogues Part
1') and another that will go up in about a
year ('Synagogues Part 2').
I hope that you'll enjoy the new exhibit
and find it spiritually nourishing.

“Challah Man”
by David Rosen
From the ‘Food in Israel’ Exhibit
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Historic Etz Torah To Make Aliyah To Israel
By Judith Sharon and David Findley
Intrepid Explorers for Etz Chayim
Twenty-one intrepid travelers joined Rabbi Chaim Koritzinsky this past June for a unique
trip to Israel, the original and reborn Jewish homeland. The theme was Multiple Voices in
Israeli Society, meeting and learning about the variety of people, exploring some of the
diverse communities of Israel, hearing their stories and witnessing their activities. We experienced religious, political and other
cultural communities.
One outstanding and inspiring encounter we had was meeting Rabbi Lila Veissid of Kibbutz Ha’Ma’apil. We met her at one of
the many kibbutzim she serves in rural central Israel: Kibbutz Ein Shemer. As we gathered on the kibbutz, Rabbi Lila told us
her moving story. She began in the neighborhood of her kibbutz at first by doing simple acts of kindness for her neighbors,
listening to their troubles, performing some religious rituals, such as Bar/t Mitzvahs, and basically becoming a comforting
presence. She is part of a movement to create an authentic, indigenous Israeli Judaism, not a copy of the Jewish styles of the
lands of their origins, including America. Yet, she had great diﬃculty getting access to a sefer Torah to continue her work
building community due to opposition from an orthodox contingent. As we listened, inspired by her work, an idea was born!
Rabbi Chaim suggested that we have our Etz Chayim Torah (Familant Torah) restored and sent to Rabbi Lila!
We are hoping that this Familant Torah, which has such a rich and significant history and is so special to the Etz community,
will be a catalyst to help Rabbi Lila Veissid grow a vibrant Jewish community in Israel. We look forward to hearing from her as
she receives this Torah and serves her communities with this gift!
When we returned from Israel, the response to this proposed “Torah Project” has been enthusiastic and positive. The most
exciting news is that our Rabbi Chaim will travel with the restored Torah on April 19, 2020 to give it to Rabbi Lila in person!
Our Etz community will celebrate this occasion April 17-19 with special services and activities!
Watch for more details to come!

Rabbi Lila Veissid, husband Yossi with Rabbi Chaim

Rabbi Lila meeting with group in Yossi’s art studio

Tour of Ecological Greenhouse on Kibbutz Ein Shemer

Feeding the lucky travelers!
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The Familant Torah
The Familant Torah has a rich history. Inscribed in Poland by a traditional sofer, it was rescued from the Shoah in
Germany and brought to San Francisco. It was given to Rabbi Charles Familant, whose rabbinical career included
serving as a Hillel rabbi at Stanford University and serving as a resource for interfaith couples desiring marriage
with Jewish content or persons seeking conversion to Judaism. The Torah featured in the ceremonies, and many of
the participants, including their children, are now members of Etz Chayim and maintain a warm connection to
the Torah and to Rabbi Familant. When Rabbi Familant retired, he gifted the Torah to Etz Chayim.
We obtained the permission of Rabbi Familant and the Etz Chayim Board for a long term loan of the Torah to
Rabbi Veissid. Two Etz members helped prepare the scroll for travel: Jon Kaplan crafted new wooden poles (atzei
chayim) for the Torah scroll, and Barbara Marcum sewed the parchment of the scroll to the atzei chayim. Students
of the religious school have prepared artworks, illustrating the Torah’s rich history.
Todah rabah to Rabbi Familant, to those whom he and the Torah touched, to our Etz travelers in Israel, to the
members of Etz Chayim who are participating in the Torah project, and finally to Rabbi Lila and Rabbi Chaim
who are helping to create and sustain vibrant Jewish communities, both within Israel and in the Jewish Diaspora.

Tying the scroll to the Atzei Chayim (Torah Poles)

"Iran Before . . .” Gets Reviewed by Kirkus Reviews!
Dennis Briskin's self-published photo book, "Iran Before . . ." got an excellent
review in Kirkus Reviews!
Describing the photos as ‘luminous,’ Kirkus summed the book up as ‘a vibrant
portrait of Iran combining documentary realism with visual poetry.’ It is a
hardbound coﬀee table volume of art-quality photography measuring 11 by 13
inches; 53 images across 56 pages. Price is $72 plus $6.48 tax. Dennis will bring
it to Etz for you no charge (signed even!) or ship it for $8. Send orders to him
at P.O. Box 1195, Palo Alto CA 94302. Or find him in the member directory.
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Bar/t
Mitzvah
Ariana Tsur, (April 4, 2020) Ariana is a seventh grader at Gideon Hausner Jewish Day School. She
has a twin brother, Elai, and an older sister, Lia. Ariana loves animals, and is especially fond of
corgis and sloths. She spends much of her free time with creative writing and drawing, and
participates in the girls’ basketball, volleyball, and soccer teams. For her Tikkun Olam habit, Ariana
made and sold greeting cards at Hausner to benefit her school’s Avoda L’Olam fund.

Elai Tsur (April 4, 2020) Elai is a seventh grader at Gideon Hausner Jewish Day School. He has a
twin sister, Ariana, and an older sister, Lia. Elai’s passions involve Minecraft, engineering and all
things Lego. He also participates in the Hausner boys’ basketball team. For his Tikkun Olam habit,
Elai helped make greeting cards which he sold and gave the profits to the Hausner Avodah L’Olam
fund.

Sophia Siminoﬀ (May 2, 2020) Sophia Davi is a thoughtful, insightful, cleverly funny 13-year-old
with a kind and honest heart. She delights in singing, both to herself, and as a part of her choir,
Cantabile Youth Singers. She also loves listening to music and has an amazing ability to
immediately identify any popular song by title and artist. Sophia enjoys ice skating as a member of
a performance team at Winter Lodge, as well as dancing, reading, drawing, baking, and hanging out
with friends. Sophia is in seventh grade at the Waldorf School of the Peninsula. Around her dinner
table are her Daddy Mark, Mommy Ellen, and 15-year-old brother Zachary who she adores. For her
Tikkun Olam habit, Sophia is bringing her remarkable spelling skills, exceptional eye for detail and
flair for writing to edit publications for Etz Chayim, starting with Bar/t student commentary
booklets.
Eliza Lyon (June 6, 2020) Eliza, daughter of Linda and Jeremy Lyon, sister of Ruby Lyon, and niece
of Diane Weiss, will become a Bar/t Mitzvah on June 6, 2020. Eliza lives in Sunnyvale and attends
Stratford Sunnyvale Raynor Middle School. She enjoys performing with their Drama Club and will
be starring as Jafar in the school’s rendition of Aladdin. She loves making things — from robots to
pillows to cookies — as well as climbing, hiking, singing, drawing, and, especially, reading. Her
Tikkun Olam habit is based around animals, both with local farm animals and internationally with
endangered species. She has been attending the youth learning programs at Etz since Midor, except
for a year she spent abroad in England. Eliza’s Torah portion will be Naso.
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M zelTov
The Hyatt Centric Mountain View and Fairchilds Public House are ready to help you celebrate the major events in
your life. With 10,000 square feet of flexible, indoor/outdoor meeting space and several unique, intimate gathering
spaces, we can make your celebration a success no matter the size. We are happy to work with the Kosher caterer of
your choice or create an amazing tasting and toasting menu from Fairchilds. When the party is through, just take a
quick trip upstairs to one of our single or double bed suites, or enjoy a spacious studio with private bedroom. All
of this, conveniently located in The Village at San Antonio Center, just

from Congregation Etz Chayim.

Let us be your hosts for your next big moment so you can relax and enjoy.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
alesMountainView.Centric@Hyatt.com
(650) 966-6934
info@FairchildsPublicHouse.com
(650) 966-6949

T

TT

40 SAN ANTONIO RD | MOUNTAIN VEW CA 94040
HYATTCENTRICMOUNTAINVIEW.COM
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As we reported earlier in this issue, the Familant Torah is making Aliyah to Israel in April. To
celebrate the delivery of the Torah scroll to Kibbutz Ha'Ma'apil, Laurie and Mike Biros thought it
appropriate that this year's Mishloach Manot have the theme “A Taste of Israel”. This theme embodies
the agricultural and culinary riches of Israel and perhaps will give Etzniks a reminder of Israel's
bounty (for those who have visited) or an introductory taste (for those who have not).
Each bag contains a carefully curated selection of items. We wanted to represent the Hefer Valley,
home of Kibbutz Ha'Ma'apil, with goodies that are grown locally. We've also included packaged treats
that you'll find everywhere in Israel (and maybe even here at home). Enjoy!

New Challenges for Mitzvah Chavurah
By Sue Weber and Liz Shane
As an early "committee" formed by our fledgling congregation 25 years ago,
Mitzvah Chavurah served up meals and became the backbone of Shiva
Minyans — creating our culture of helping and supporting each other.
Etz is no longer fledgling. Members have aged just as the congregation has. We
have members who no longer drive, or no longer drive at night. We have
congregants trying to live independently and with dignity, maybe while
Sue Weber
Liz Shane
experiencing changes in their physical or mental health, maybe feeling
isolation. We have members without local family to support them.
Mitzvah Chavurah helps members today in new ways. We've arranged rides to services and helped a congregant pick up a
new prescription. We also provided meals for a member after a hospital stay. We have a regular schedule of visitors for a
senior woman home alone with early memory problems.
Some things that Mitzvah Chavurah does could arguably be done in diﬀerent ways. We could easily arrange for takeout
meals or food delivery. Lyft and Uber are available to people for rides. But these solutions don't take into account the
healing eﬀect of the smile delivered with a home-cooked meal and a few minutes of caring conversation. They don't
overcome the apprehension a senior woman feels getting into a strange car versus being picked up by a friendly familiar
person also going to Shabbat services.
The most important thing Mitzvah Chavurah does is to make human connections for our community in times of need.
One of our recent bat mitzvah students chose to participate in Mitzvah Chavurah.
She saw it as a way she could share her love of cooking by helping prepare meals for
others in need. She lovingly made soup that Mitzvah Chavurah could keep frozen
and ready for someone in need of a meal. As an aside, we've always wanted to have
a few meals on-hand to be ready to respond to urgent requests. Thanks to our Bar/t
Mitzvah student, we have the beginnings of such a program.
Mitzvah Chavurah can use your passion and special talents. Sign up for the
Mitzvah Chavurah e-list by contacting one of us or the Etz Chayim oﬃce. When a
need in our Etz community comes up, we send an email to the list. We create
manageable tasks that allow you to do what you are able to do. We welcome new
members who want to be leaders as well. You may help us identify a need that is
going unmet. We'd love to talk with you about how you can become part of
Mitzvah Chavurah. You too can strengthen our community through human connections.
Sue Weber (sue.weber@gmail.com) and Liz Shane (lizshane1963@yahoo.com)
Mitzvah Chavurah, co-chairs
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Your Seder! Your Way!
March 26 7:30-9:00 PM, Etz Chayim Library

Ever considered hosting a seder and not done it because you thought: It's Too Hard!
It's Too Much! It's Too Involved! This workshop is for you. (Also for anyone who has
hosted and is looking for tips for your 2020 Seder). You do know know enough!
Your house is big enough! And, you can do this! Join Rabbi Chaim and Abra as we
explore and share ideas on how to create a successful potluck seder, or a childfriendly seder, or a more-than-four-questions seder, or a musical(s) seder and more.
Come with your questions, your ideas, your songs, your recipes and your creativity.
Together, we'll build an ETZtraordinary Seder resource bank of ways to do your
seder, your way. Sign up on the website.

Poppy Money Market

2.00%

APY*

Open a new account and
earn more today!
Shoni Samuel | (707) 636-9758 | www.poppy.bank
*Annual Percentage Yield (APY) on advertised Poppy Money Market is effective as of January 2, 2020. APY on Poppy Money Market is
guaranteed through June 30, 2021 and is subject to change thereafter without notice. APY assumes all principal remains on deposit for
365 days. Interest will be compounded daily and paid monthly. To obtain 2.00% APY on Poppy Money Market, a minimum daily balance
of $10,000 is required. Balances below the minimum daily balance requirement in Poppy Money Market will incur a monthly service
charge of $10.00 and decrease the APY to Poppy Bank’s standard rate sheet. Withdrawal transactions or transfers by automatic means,
check or electronic transfer are limited to 6 per month. Electronic Statements must be activated to avoid a $2.50 paper statement fee.
Fees, or withdrawals of principal or interest, could reduce earnings. Minimum opening deposit is $10,000 and must be NEW MONEY
ONLY. Offer good only at the Los Angeles/Westwood, Menlo Park, Milpitas, Orange County/Costa Mesa, Pleasanton, and Roseville
locations.
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Congregation Etz Chayim
4161 Alma St
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Dates to Remember
Purim Megillah readings:
Abridged:
Monday, March 9, 6:15 PM
Tradi8onal, with Congrega8on Kol Emeth:
Tuesday, March 10, 8 AM
Your Seder, Your Way Class:
Thursday, March 26, 7:30 PM
Torah B’Aliyah Send Off Weekend Festivities:
Fifth Friday Simon and Garfunkel Service
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Friday-Sunday, April 17-19
Friday, May 30, 7:30 PM

